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Abstract 
This study has been prepared based on data obtained from the opinions of administrators, teachers and scout leaders working in 
National Education, Inspection Assessment and Orientation Committee and in primary schools of National Education, Youth and 
Sports Ministry. This study emphasizes the role and importance of drama activities in education-teaching processes and findings 
have been made on the issue. From these findings a project entitled "Hand in Hand with Inspectors For Drama " has been 
prepared. In the framework of this project plan, administrators, teachers and scout leaders working in National Education, 
Inspection Assessment and Orientation Committee and in the primary schools of National Education, Youth and Sports Ministry, 
will be given training about "drama" in order to enable them use these activities more frequently in education processes and 
prepare the ground so that this will be used as a mandatory course. The sustainability of this project will be assured by the 
administrators of National Education, Inspection Assessment and Orientation Committee. As a result administrators of the 
National Education, Inspection Assessment and Orientation Committee and many teachers and scout leaders working in primary 
schools of National Education, Youth and Sports Ministry will spread and raise the awareness for drama practices in our 
education processes. 
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1. Introduction 
The learning by heart system where the student only listens and is not encouraged to thinking is no longer 
acceptable in our time. Instead we are expected to bring up individuals who can bring solution proposals to 
problems they face, who can question the environment they live in and who can use their emotions with their 
intelligence and who can digest knowledge and turn it into action, are supported. According to San “...when we 
approach the education with all of its aspects we see that we cannot refresh ourselves to the extent we like.  
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The memorization system is a fact that everyone complains about and creativity is a concept that everyone 
praises. Therefore how a creative person is brought up in education, interests us all. In that context, when we 
question which contemporary methods can be used instead of old teaching methods, the alternative learning methods 
are role playing, dramatization and creative drama as influential methods...” (Adıgüzel, 2012). 
Drama is a new formation in education and teaching. An education based on memorization inhibits the development 
of intelligence, ability to research as well as relations with others, sharing and finally effective learning. Drama on 
the other hand, improves creativeness of children and prepares them to life and is an effective teaching method in 
the education field (MEB, 1999). 
Drama has been taught in Western Europe for 40 years in every school at every stage. (Karakaya, 2007). Drama 
has been first used in the 2000s in Ataturk Teacher Academy which graduates primary school and preschool 
teachers in TRNC. The reflection of that has been seen in the studies of the young teachers. Therefore drama is very 
important in education and teaching. 
 
 
1.1. Problem Statement 
          
 Following our observations as inspectors in the schools, we found out that our teacher colleagues make use of 
the traditional methods instead of contemporary ones like drama. The teaching activities in our schools are aimed at 
college (high school) entrance exams. So we need to open a window in the learning process of the child in this 
memorization system. AT this point it is necessary to make use of drama in our schools as a teaching method. 
  
1.2. The Purpose of the Project 
           
 The most general goal of the project is to explain the importance of drama in education so that it is used more 
spread fully in our primary schools and in all lessons. In order to reach that goal, small and safe steps should be 
taken one at a time. When we consider the current conditions, our priority should be to insert Drama in schools as 
educational activity. it will be the right move to make it a compulsory activity. Teachers who can carry out these 
activities must be trained and train other teachers in service training. 
The most important step of the project is an initiative to put drama in the primary education programs (curriculum). 
We managed to put drama as a compulsory course at one period and it should be reinstated again. If made 
compulsory, it will be accepted in long term and as shared by teachers, it will be used as a method in all classrooms. 
The following route will be followed in the project: 
In this project a study with primary school inspectors of MEDDYK (National Education Inspection, Assessment and 
Orientation Committee) will be made first. The aim of this study is to stress the necessity and importance of drama 
in education processes and to share sample practices with the education inspectors. Education inspectors will 
contribute to spreading drama both in schools they visit and at their guiding and leadership studies. The second step 
of the project is to develop the process by picking up an assistant and a teacher from every school to be trained about 
drama. The training of these two groups will of course be made at different times and places. The third step of the 
project is the drama education that will be carried out with scouts. 
 
1.3. Importance of the Project  
           
 This project is important because the students are important. The important thing is what the student learns and 
what s/he feels and how s/he expresses herself/himself when the student is put to the centre of practice. This 
"drama" project will handle students as individuals and prepare them to life not only at a level of learning pure 
information but also will enable them to synthesize and implement what they learn. In addition, this project is very 
important because it will be implemented by a drama leader who has been trained in "Drama Formator" which was 
led by the TRNC National Education Youth and Sports Ministry. 
Hands on training are one of the most important tasks of an inspector. According to Taymaz (2002) hands on 
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training in inspection solves the problems stemming from an individual's bringing up process and gives them the 
knowledge, skill and attitude necessary to overcome their failures. At this point the primary education inspectors 
include methods of overcoming existing problems and deficiencies and not just inspecting. BY working together 
inspectors can raise awareness on drama among teachers and this study is extremely important in that respect. 
 
1.4. Method and Study Group 
           
This study is a qualitative research. Polls were given to study groups in order to collect data and poll results 
were assessed. In this study, 94 teachers, 11 school administrator and 10 scout leaders working in Famagusta central 
primary schools were polled and their opinions on "drama" were assessed. 
 
1.5. Limitations of the Project 
           
This study is restricted to 11 administrators 94 teachers and 10 scout leaders from MEDDYK inspectors and 
Famagusta central primary schools. This project (training on drama) includes scout leaders in Iskele, Mesarya and 
Famagusta, one teacher in every school and to one assistant headmaster in Famagusta and Iskele. 
 
1.6. Collection of Data 
 
 This research is a qualitative study examining the views and opinions of teachers, school administrators and 
scout leaders about drama. Qualitative researches are researches that can put forward realistic and integrative 
perceptions in their natural habitats. The methods used in researches enable the subject to be studied from the views 
of participating individuals and therefore the social structure and process created by these perspectives (Yıldırım& 
Şimşek 2006: 39-40). As a result, depending on the answers of teachers, administrators and scout leaders, their 
initial knowledge and attitudes about drama and their need on this issue have been determined. Findings and 
comments from these data are as follows: 
 
 
1.7. Findings and Interpretation 
 
1. • Although the administrators, teachers and scout leaders expressed that they know about drama they could not 
reflect that knowledge in their education-teaching process. 
2. • Education inspectors, administrators, teachers and scout leaders absolutely believe that drama and drama 
activities positively contribute to education teaching process and that they should be included in our education-
teaching processes. 
3. • Administrators, teachers and scout leaders are willing to receive training about Drama and its usage in 
education. 
4. • If this mission is given to them, Education inspectors are ready to help to spread drama in the education 
process. 
5. • It was found out that class teachers use drama activities in Turkish lessons, Social Sciences, and Math.  
6. • In addition, it was noted that teachers try to make use of drama activities in all lessons. 
7. • Young generation teachers are noted to be more willing and brave about using these methods (especially 
preschool teachers). 
8.  
When findings were assessed, the biggest problem seems to be the lack of education on. in the light of research 
findings; 
In January 2013, MEDDYK primary school inspectors held a "Hand in Hand with Inspectors for Drama" study 
and they were given three hour training on this issue. It was also agreed what kind of contributions could be made 
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for carrying out such projects in future. 
On June 11-12-13 2013 training entitled, "Drama Hand in Hand with Scout Leaders" was made with scout leaders in 
Iskele, Mesarya and Famagusta. In additions to these trainings it was planned that training on drama would be given 
to one teacher in every school and to one assistant headmaster in Famagusta and Iskele. At the end of the project at 
least 166 educators will receive training on "drama" 
It is seen that 728 educators were trained with drama seminars in the last three years and important steps have been 
taken in that regard. (Topldal, 2009 and 2010 Reports;http://eohd.mebnet.net/istatistikler). What we must consider 
carefully however is not the fact that only 166f educators would be trained about Drama but the fact that these 166 
educators will reach masses. At the end of these trainings, the number and quality of these people will contribute 
immensely to our education process and will enable a multi-level perspective to our education process. 
 
 
1.8. Process of Project Implementation 
 
In line with the result of these studies, necessities have been determined and an implementation plan has been 
shaped. Target audience for the project implementation, as well as dates, times and places have been determined and 
a study plan has been developed. The financial aspect of the project will be met by the National Education Youth 
and Sports Ministry Common Services Department. In addition to the project study plan, separate activity plans 
have been prepared for education inspectors, administrators, teachers and scout leaders. In order to support the 
activities, theoretical parts have also been considered and power point presentations have been prepared. The first 
implementation of the project was carried out on 21.1.2013 as planned with primary school inspectors. The scout 
leader training was completed in June 2013. The trainings of administrators and, teachers will be completed by the 
end of 2013. This project will be different from the others in the way that it will be supported by education 
inspectors. When the project will finish, their training will not finish and will continue continually by education 
inspectors in schools. 
 
 
1.9. Results and Suggestions  
 
 “John Dewey (1921) defines the revolution from information centred education to child centred education as 
follows: In the old education system the focus was outside the child. It was on the teacher, book everywhere that the 
intuitive and reactionary activities of the child were not present. What we are trying to do now is to put the child in 
focus where the child is turning into a sun where education practices are revolving around him/her. (Karadağ, 
Çalışkan, 2005). It is time to put the student into centre just like a sun in the contemporary education approaches. 
Student centred education practices are gradually spreading and drama education can seriously contribute to these 
goals. 
This study shows that drama has an important role and place in education and teaching processes and should not be 
left out of the TRNC education system.  
With the “Hand in Hand  with Inspectors For Drama “project 160 educators have been reached which through 
them will reach a much bigger mass. In time the project will enable drama to reach its place in education. In order to 
bring up individuals appropriate to our century, the suggestions that I made in this project based on the findings are 
as follows: 
In service training must be held by the Common Services Department in order to address the training need on 
“Drama.” 
9. • Drama, just like in Turkey must be made compulsory in the primary education level of education system. 
10. • Years ago, drama was in our curriculum but not today and should be reinstated in our education programs. 
11. • Primary school programs must be restructured with drama activities and similar methods in order to create the 
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